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Abstract: Authenticating the content of the digital image has profound influence in legal matters and in court rooms. Image forensics plays an important role towards it. Proposed approach helps to authenticate the original image by generating a content based image signature that is a unique fingerprint for the image. Our novel approach establishes spatio triad relationship among features and finds the centre of gravity or centroid of the same after indexing. Topology of the triad relationship for the content based low level feature descriptors is preserved through aggregation until single key feature is deduced which is a 128 bit signature hash value and represented in decimal form. Density of feature keypoints influences the centre of gravity which acts as a unique signature for the given image. Manipulated image cannot contribute to restore / regenerate the same signature. We have verified our authentication approach for standard benchmark image dataset like MICC-F220, Columbia Image Splicing Evaluation dataset and Image manipulation dataset from Friedrich Alexander University and have found satisfactory results for the same. Content based image signature obtained is used to verify authenticity of image and for retrieval of video from database. Content based image fingerprint generated can also be considered for embedding as a watermark.

Index Terms: Spatio triad topology, Image Authentication, Digital Signature, Image Tampering, Image Forensics, Content based Signature, Image Fingerprint.

1. Introduction

Traditional film cameras of the past are a history now. End user in those days had to approach a professional who had the dark room equipments and domain knowledge to process the films. Image forgeries of the past were hence performed by professionals most. Today in digital world, due to a lot of editing tools like Adobe’s Photoshopp, illustrator, Scissors, Acorn, handbrake, Pixlr, GIMP, Sefexa, Pixelmator, Photoplus, Coreldraw, Corel PaintShop Pro, Photoscape are soonavailable. Any layman or a professional can perform malicious manipulation through splicing, copy move or cloning, and object removal/insertion (cropping), etc to conceal information as well as to remove visual traces of tampering and it does not require any special environment. Nowadays most of the smart phone applications are available to provide these services at fingertips to the perpetrator fulfilling his/her fantasy. Such intentionally manipulated images are made available globally with the help of social media instantly. Computer graphics based synthetic images mock the original with high level of photorealism.

Main goal of image forensics/scientific investigators in forensic science is to see that the guilty should not escape and innocent must not suffer due to image tampering. Tampering means unauthorized alterations and cause damage to the original content of the image. Every digital image has unique fingerprint obtained through the acquisition device and is influenced by the lighting condition where it was taken. Image tampering identification methodologies assist to verify the integrity of the image by detecting global manipulations or localize the forgery by investigating the artefacts introduced due to tampering. Image forgery detection belongs to active or passive category depending on the approach adopted. In this paper, active forensic technique is applied for generating an image hash based on content. Entropy of information available in an image makes it robust and unique. We propose an algorithm to authenticate the content of an image based on key points. The proposed technique acts as a complete verification system that helps an investigating officer to verify whether the query image is original or forged. The paper is organized as follows. Section I gives the Introduction to the image forensics, Section II talks about related works in passive and active forensics. Section III presents the detailed description of our proposed approach. Section IV comprises the Numerical Research and Observations over the datasets considered. Section V discusses the results and Section 6 highlights conclusions drawn and future scope.
2. Related Work

In passive approach espous is blind forensics. Inherent features of the image are exploited to verify its genuineness. Availability of the reference image/original image does not exist in this case. Image acquiring device characteristics features like chromatic aberrations, colour filter arrays, camera response function, imaging sensors, compression and quantisation techniques adopted while saving the acquired raw image, statistical correlations etc are used to verify its genuineness. Imaging sensor imperfections found against the ideal supply a distinctive fingerprint in identification of the source camera. Source camera’s components attribute to signal characteristics of the image. Sensors used in cameras are either CMOS or CCD based and imperfections in this sensors help to identify source camera. Kurosawa et al [1] have identified the source camera through fixed pattern noise that is distinct to each camera using dark images. Location of the non uniform magnitude of dark current on a CCD array is fixed for individual camera and acts as a fingerprint. Visible pixel defects like dead pixels, pixel traps, hot point defects and the cluster defects of low end camera were used by Gerardt et al. [2] for source camera identification which was not in high end cameras. Sensor pattern noise (SPN) at various signal levels due to optical dust, interference in optical elements, Pixel Non Uniformity (PNU) in sensor manufacturing process acts as a natural feature to identify source camera models[3,4]. PNU patterns have contributed to identify source camera [5-9]. Forgery localisation is achieved by abhishek et al., using semantic segmentation along with deep learning approach [10] Goel et al., used variant kernel size for dual branches to extract multiscale features that are later fused to obtain dominant features to assist classification of forged and authentic images [11]. 4 layer cnn is adopted with filter to detect splicing, copy-move [12]. Each pixel in an image is encoded using local directional pattern that effectively detect copy move forgery in [13]. Localisation of the forged region require manual effort. Saurabh et al., [14] used LPQ operator over the entropy filtered image to maintain invariant information that helps to detect forged images using SVM classifier. All forms of image forgerys and the deep-learning approaches adopted in recent years along with anti-forensic techniques have been discussed elaborately by Camacho et al., [15].

Active approach involves identifying image forgery by identifying the change in primary authentication like signature or watermark embedded in the image which is a known information/signal. Watermark can be fragile or semi fragile in nature and can be embedded spatially. DCT, DWT, QDCT, DFT coefficients are utilized in the literature for watermarking effectively [16-24]. Image watermarking assist content authentication [25]. In early times digital signatures were based on cryptographic functions. Soft-hashing was first proposed in [26] and [27] developed a soft hash based on visual content of the image as importance was given to content than the file. The data reduced message authentication code is then encrypted using cryptographic technique. Threshold chosen is robust to lossy compression. Boncele et al., [28] iterate over the image repeatedly performing partition and computes cryptographic MAC for each block. Structural and pseudo random patterns (INTMAC) help to detect and localize forgery regions and background partition helps to detect number of errors. Similar to [28] DWT based variable length structural digital signature (SDS) utilizes multi scale parent-child pairs in [29] Inter scale relation of wavelet coefficients help to localize forged regions when statistical correlations vary. Monga et al., [30] developed a clustering approach to generate the variable length perceptual final hash for the intermediate hash generated using wavelet transform to the Morlet wavelet. Swaminathan et al., [31] hash algorithm has used Fourier Mellin transform outputs which are rotation invariants to detect malicious tampering and is robust to content preserving operations. Xiang et al., [32] have built a histogram oriented hash robust to geometric distortions which fails to exhibit local information completely and cannot detect/identify when different contents have same histogram. Monga et al., [33] used a dimension reduction oriented approach that fails to locate the regions forged since hash obtained is from the secondary image with NMF and fails to detect forgery when geometric transforms is large and brightness is varied. Similar dimension reduction approach is adopted by Tang et al., [34] where NMF is applied to the secondary sub images in order to generate a coarsely quantized coefficient matrix which is scrambled to create image hash. Wenjaun Lu et al., [35] have proposed a Forensic hash scheme – FASHION. Hash computed using Radon transforms and scale space theory helps to localize forgery regions and identify geometric transformations to locate forgery. Wenjun Lu et al., [36] constructed a forensic hash based on hybrid approach using SIFT and block based features for better tampering localisation than [35].Gaussian distribution of features has been assumed for virtual watermark based on decision theory and combined with pseudo randomly generated patterns to extract hash bits by Khelifi et al., [37]. Their approach detects change in content for relatively large area efficiently. Fouda et al., [38] identified the initial key of NMF which can be uniquely/precisely assessed depending on the observations of image’s hash pairs. F ahmed et al., [39] have proposed a robust wavelet based variable length hashing scheme based on the size of the image after random pixel modulation using secret key.Y lei et al., [40] have considered magnitude of the significant radon transforms and DFT is applied on these invariant moments. They are normalized and quantized to generate fixed length hash. Zhenjun Tang et al., [41] construct image hash using lexicographical framework. Dictionary consisting of words representing various features such as size, color, texture etc are considered to build sub dictionary to avoid duplications. NMF is used to generate words that form a intermediate hash in dictionary and the non overlapping blocks are captured through DCT. SSIM helps to find matched block in dictionary. Lv et al.,[42] embeds SIFT – Harris feature points into shape based context descriptors in order to compute a fixed length hash utilising radial shape context and angular shape context hashes. Tampering attacks of all types cannot be detected efficiently using their approach. Yan zhao et al., [43] approach has used local descriptors like texture,
position and global descriptors like Zernike moments that represent structure of the image to generate hash. Threshold distance helps to determine forgery, its type and location. Yuenan Li et al., [44] developed a locality sensitive hashing using PCT. Copy move forgery after rotation is detected accurately and perform better than Zernike moments based algorithms. Granty et al., [45] developed efficient copy-move forgery detection and image retrieval scheme by spectral hashing of invariant patterns represented through polar harmonic transforms PCT whose transform kernel is orthogonal in nature. Sparsification of laplacian features helps to reduce the computational time required. The binary code generated through spectral hashing for a query image is then evaluated with the training set images to aid retrieval of image if they are similar. Hamming distance helps to measure similarity and minimum distance between the binary values is a potential candidate to identify for forged region. [46] Key point based methods are influenced by the region of high entropy of information contained in the image.

3. Proposed Approach

We propose an algorithm to authenticate the content of an image based on signature technique. This technique acts as a complete verification system that verifies the query image as original or forged. Our key point based approach can use any scale invariant features like HARRIS[47], HOG[48], SIFT[49], SURF[50] and MSER[51] for the given image. Malicious geometrical transformations like rotation, scaling, translation and cropping can be efficiently identified using our approach. The location of the key feature vectors are sorted based on lexicographical sorting or their Cartesian coordinates/polar coordinates and are spatially arranged in spatio triad relationship (STR). The spatio triad relationship connects the key points obtained among the extracted features. Our approach adopts STR and finds the midpoint or centroid of the same at each level. It preserves the topology of the new mid points thus obtained by repeating the STR until it deduces to a single point at the last level. If even number of key points is obtained at any level then the loop back process is adopted for the first key point in that level. If only two key points are obtained initially during feature extraction then the midpoint of the two is considered to be the centroid. The final centroid key points thus obtained acts as a distinctive signature for the given image. Depending upon the density of feature keypoint, we obtain the centre of gravity representing the content based image signature (CBIS) for the given image. Most likely the centroid lies where the density of keypoint is high.

In the verification phase, we verify whether the CBIS of pristine and query image is same or not. If it is different then we conclude that query image is forged/tampered one. If there is any forgery done on the image then the key point’s location varies at level zero resulting in change in the fingerprint. Hence our technique can be adopted as evidence for alteration detection. Our CBIS approach is fragile to malicious modifications and can identify very small amount of change too in the image. Change in a single keypoint extracted also reflects the change in the signature. The CBIS thus obtained can be stored separately in decimal form for verification or can be embedded to the image as a watermark. The CBIS signature is represented in binary to calculate the hamming distance. Our experiments prove the efficiency of CBIS since the normalised hamming distance is around 0.5. The exact location of the spatial region modified is not identified in our work. CBIS registration phase ensures image integrity by generating 128 bit unique key at the time of acquiring evidence.

Content Based Spatio Triad Relationship Algorithm (CBSTR):

The proposed algorithm for CBIS registration and verification is as follows.

**ALGORITHM: CBSTR**

Input: Image I  
Output: CBIS(k,y) for Image I.

Step 1: Extract and determine m keypoints for Image I  
\( m_i(x,y) \) \( i^{th} \) keypoint coordinates x and y of m features obtained

Step 2: Sort keypoint features and label them.

Step 3: Calculate level ‘L’ for Image ‘I’ based on m.  
**Initialisation:**  
Level L 0  
Keypoints of an existing level \( L \) m  
While (\( Lm > 1 \)) do  
Compute the count of keypoint for the next level  
\( Lm/2 \)  
L \( L+1 \)

Step 4: Compute Centre of gravity to generate CBIS
CBIS(I) function Centre of Gravity(m(x,y), L)

Centre of Gravity(m(x,y), L)
for j = 1: L
    Let i = 1, k = 1
    while (i < m-2)
        COG[k] = [m_i(x,y) + m_{i+1}(x,y) + m_{i+2}(x,y)] / 3
        i = i+2, k = k+1
    } if (m%2==0)
        COG[k] = [m_i(x,y) + m_{i+1}(x,y) + m_{i+2}(x,y)] / 3
    else
        COG[k] = [m_i(x,y) + m_{i+1}(x,y) + m_{i+2}(x,y)] / 3
    m = COG;
    m = k;
} CBIS(I) = m

Step 5: End

Time complexity of our CBSTR scheme is \(O(\log m)\) where ‘m’ indicates the number of keypoints. Our content based image hashing approach always return a 128 bit message digest represented in decimal form \(CBIS(I_{x,y})\) where x and y are 64 bit each for the content based feature vector’s centre coordinates x and y.

Content based image signature model Proposed:
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Fig.1. CBSTR signature generation and verification model

The CBIS model proposed is largely classified into CBIS Registration and Verification phase as depicted in Fig.1. During the **CBIS registration phase**, CBIS signature is generated for the original image based on the features derived from the content of the image and stored to facilitate verification. During **verification phase** the query image is verified for its legitimacy by generating the signature for the same. CBIS of the query image is matched to the CBIS of original image; if there is a mismatch then it is identified as fake and tampered else original. The steps involved in CBIS generation are described below.

**Step 1: Extract and Determine ‘m’ keypoints for the given image I.**

Extract features for the given image ‘I’. The features thus obtained are the low level descriptors of an image identified in terms of blobs. Any competent feature extraction method can be considered for feature extraction. We have considered SIFT, SURF, MSER, HOG and HARRIS in our work. For an Image ‘I’, \( P_n(x, y) \) epitomize the \( x, y \) coordinates of the keypoint for the 2D plane where \( n = 1, 2, 3, \ldots m \). ‘m’ indicates the total keypoints obtained during feature extraction and are said to be at level ‘0’. These location attribute of the keypoints is considered for further processing.

**Step 2: Sort keypoint features and label them.**
Sort the ‘m’ keypoints extracted based on their location and arrange them in the increasing order of ‘x’ and ‘y’ coordinates for the given image (Chennamma et al., [52]) in the 2D plane as shown in Fig. 2, and label them.

**Step 3: Calculate level ‘L’ for Image ‘I’ based on m.**

The total number of level ‘L’ required for CBIS generation is the least ‘L’ and is represented in eqn (1).

\[
L \leq 2^{L+1} - 1
\]  

(1)

If ‘m’ keypoint exists at level ‘0’, then at level 1 \( \left\lfloor \frac{m}{2} \right\rfloor \) number of centroids are obtained. The process of centroid computation is repeated on these \( \left\lfloor \frac{m}{2} \right\rfloor \) key points and \( \left\lfloor \frac{m}{4} \right\rfloor \) number of key points are obtained at the next level 2 (refer to Fig. 3). At every consecutive level the features gets condensed by half.

**Step 4: Compute Centre of gravity to generate CBIS for Image I.**

The features extracted at level ‘0’ and indexed for the given image ‘I’ are local descriptors in nature and plenty in general. In order to deduce the signature from these keypoints for hard authentication, the features ‘P\(_n\) (x, y)’ for \( n=1,2,3 \) to \( m \) are grouped consecutively for every three key points with the last superimposed between successive sets and the midpoint of each such triplets are found at each level ‘l’. Centroid computation is repeated until a single keypoint is generated at the last level which represents the fingerprint of the image. If two keypoints exist at level ‘0’ then the mediocre of the two is the CBIS (I). The CBIS computation for a given image is demonstrated in Fig. 3. Observe the new keypoints \( B_1, B_2, B_3, B_4, B_5 \) that are formed at level 1 from the centroid of sorted features of level 0 \((A_1, A_2, A_3, A_4, A_5, A_6, A_7, A_8, A_9, A_{10})\) where \( A_{10} \) to \( A_{11} \) are the extracted keypoints for this particular case. The process of midpoint/centroid calculation is continued for all levels and the last level contains a deduced single centroid \( D_1 \) at level 3 representing the unique image representative (IR) for the given image.
Computation Of Content Based Image Signature (CBIS)

Let \((P_x^0(i), P_y^0(i))\) represent the coordinates of \(i^{th}\) keypoint in level 0. Using these keypoints that are extracted using suitable scale invariant approach the next level keypoints are computed:

\[
P_x^1(k) = \frac{\sum_{i=2k-1}^{2k+1} P_x^0(i)}{3}, \quad P_y^1(k) = \frac{\sum_{i=2k-1}^{2k+1} P_y^0(i)}{3}
\]

Where \((P_x^1(k), P_y^1(k))\) indicate the \(k^{th}\) key point at level 1.

Keypoints obtained by computing the centroids of level 1 are the new imaginary keypoints for level 2. They are used to compute the keypoints for the next level as in (3):

\[
P_x^2(k) = \frac{\sum_{i=2k-1}^{2k+1} P_x^1(i)}{3}, \quad P_y^2(k) = \frac{\sum_{i=2k-1}^{2k+1} P_y^1(i)}{3}
\]

At every level, total keypoints get reduced by 50% of previous level. Centroid computation process is continued until last level. The general centroid computation for a given \(l^{th}\) level is represented as in (4):

\[
P_x^l(k) = \frac{\sum_{i=2k-1}^{2k+1} P_x^{l-1}(i)}{3}, \quad P_y^l(k) = \frac{\sum_{i=2k-1}^{2k+1} P_y^{l-1}(i)}{3}
\]

Depending on the number of keypoints at a particular level, the last centroid computation process varies as in Fig.4. During the existence of even keypoints, the end centroid computation process is followed as in (5)

\[
P_x^l(t) = \frac{P_x^{l-1}(m-1)+P_x^l(m)+P_x^l(1)}{3}, \quad P_y^l(t) = \frac{P_y^{l-1}(m-1)+P_y^l(m)+P_y^l(1)}{3}
\]

Where \(t = \lfloor m/2 \rfloor\)

Fig.4. CBIS computation flow for odd number of keypoints at level 0

Consider an example, where the count of keypoints extracted is 11 as shown in Fig.4. Sort these keypoints as in Fig.2. Compute the levels and keypoints through centroids for subsequent levels. The new keypoints in subsequent levels are found to be 5, 3 and 1 respectively. Total levels are 3 that satisfy the inequality equation (1). Suppose the count of keypoints is 8 at level '0', then count of new keypoints at subsequent levels will be 4, 2 and 1 respectively. Total levels will be 3 that satisfy the inequality equation (1).

4. Numerical Research and Observations

In this section, the results of experimental study and efficacy of the proposed method is discussed. MatlabR2014b and Java IDE with JmatIO external library environment is used in this work. To examine quality analysis of the original and tampered images from the standard benchmark datasets available publicly for image tampering detection due to splicing, copy move forgery, object addition and deletion have been considered in our work. Semantic changes in the image due to forgery attacks will be reflected in the CBIS obtained retroactively. Low level local descriptors like HARRIS[47], HOG[48], SIFT[49], SURF[50] and MSER [51] are used for feature extraction. The key features are indexed and the same is led to the CBSTR scheme to generate fingerprint/signature as shown in Fig.1.

Proposed CBSTR algorithm efficiency, feasibility and accuracy are evaluated with the standard public dataset like MICC-F220 from image communication laboratory (ICL) [53], Columbia image splicing dataset [54] and Image Manipulation Dataset from Friedrich Alexander University [55] to determine the detection rate of tampered images.
Table 1. Content based image signature (CBIS) for images taken from MICC - F220 dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image Name</th>
<th>HARRIS</th>
<th>SIFT</th>
<th>SURF</th>
<th>HOG</th>
<th>MSER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSCN41_scale.png</td>
<td>x=406.33743322384356 y=452.96563246574414</td>
<td>x=445.0461906213484 y=409.30364832596655</td>
<td>x=386.1925662627509 y=463.2569350271114</td>
<td>x=314.016759857855 y=499.2927925890129</td>
<td>x=411.06762550626104 y=468.9327284550271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Original Image)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSCN41tamp1.png</td>
<td>x=406.57869576794196 y=453.16964811356454</td>
<td>x=443.0940161560738 y=411.1564514742</td>
<td>x=384.0035644671372 y=463.065295399293</td>
<td>x=313.9635784532616 y=499.2950752306037</td>
<td>x=410.212630585127 y=470.34594770983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Tampered Image)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSCN41tamp25.png</td>
<td>x=412.73960804041805 y=455.4537417712156</td>
<td>x=450.94682348557967 y=414.25228674490677</td>
<td>x=383.9453650403794 y=458.61577860514325</td>
<td>x=313.71686050683946 y=498.7701553858701</td>
<td>x=408.04641958497456 y=469.8195838364245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Tampered Image)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSCN41tamp27.png</td>
<td>x=408.022808247423 y=454.71130940110905</td>
<td>x=450.16117258547985 y=409.1961958465291</td>
<td>x=383.162644920762 y=459.55260780217026</td>
<td>x=312.2887206832695 y=500.2836837338304</td>
<td>x=409.9491674370599 y=470.5560301152912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Tampered Image)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSCN41tamp37.png</td>
<td>x=407.81435677393452 y=455.5039963684593</td>
<td>x=450.183321478725 y=408.2708430286711</td>
<td>x=386.0876577142315 y=456.8866741540271</td>
<td>x=313.0744226260931 y=499.2226466589784</td>
<td>x=410.3848234556594 y=469.96596917121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Tampered Image)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSCN41tamp131.png</td>
<td>x=405.73014077544464 y=454.19762667371093</td>
<td>x=444.62922792934677 y=413.24390504793306</td>
<td>x=383.97551708718555 y=462.9555709501491</td>
<td>x=313.0412776362985 y=498.9551440161769</td>
<td>x=408.37358024101803 y=470.4573020033858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Tampered Image)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSCN41tamp132.png</td>
<td>x=406.32947614913134 y=454.97850444287025</td>
<td>x=443.939345588562 y=407.49078392521466</td>
<td>x=383.9743130638403 y=462.945415777554</td>
<td>x=314.51065630142949 y=497.413787199909 y=467.0889517061526</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Tampered Image)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSCN41tamp133.png</td>
<td>x=453.7076882372464</td>
<td>x=444.1498123592271</td>
<td>x=415.56731885676967</td>
<td>x=384.43314380061423 y=461.316076007094</td>
<td>x=315.16790767622545 y=496.84382093325206 y=467.6879962925716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Tampered Image)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSCN41tamp134.png</td>
<td>x=456.5489407292603 y=454.9467868622855</td>
<td>x=444.1739389207344 y=409.292433861708</td>
<td>x=385.059906033130365 y=462.502639588623 y=497.4067412968435</td>
<td>x=315.02612084930414 y=470.0627412968435</td>
<td>x=403.4585575076414 y=468.081708710837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Tampered Image)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSCN41tamp176.png</td>
<td>x=406.68064983401977</td>
<td>x=453.997544746354 y=408.0901340700103</td>
<td>x=384.03178994340216 y=463.4306724355811</td>
<td>x=315.099923333851 y=496.91658399338013</td>
<td>x=404.2798245181 y=467.232254224958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Tampered Image)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSCN41tamp237.png</td>
<td>x=408.082737425416 y=454.8781186441222</td>
<td>x=450.3417771613405 y=415.728372704125</td>
<td>x=382.79623508584183 y=460.0148831093696</td>
<td>x=313.1349498238394 y=478.8129058681935 y=468.7227550306216</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 lists the results of all query images with their corresponding CBIS obtained. Our experiment was conducted on ground truth database MICC- F220 [53] consisting of 110 original and tampered images respectively. Fig.5. shows an original and its tampered images from the same. Copy move forgery attack is seen in the tampered images which has undergone translation, rotation and scaling. STTFR approach is able to identify these forgeries with different digital signatures for all of them.
Our method is efficient to detect copy move forgeries from MICC-220 dataset efficiently and the signatures obtained in all cases are found to be different when forged.

The second benchmark dataset used was Image Manipulation Dataset from Freidrich Alexander university [55]. It is used for benchmarking the image tampering artifacts like copy move forgery detection (CMFD). It includes 48 base images and artifacts introduced images based on various transformations, resampling and double JPEG compression. Few of the experimental images considered from the dataset and their results are shown in Table 2 and Fig.6. Copy move forged images have undergone geometrical transformations semantically to provide meaningful information.
We can observe from the results obtained in Table 2, that irrespective of the amount of forgery done over an image, our approach is able to detect tampering with change in signature for the forged images.

In our experimental study we have also considered Columbia image splicing detection evaluation dataset [54] from DVMM Laboratory of Columbia University for our study. Columbia dataset contains 1845 image blocks of diverse content containing 933 authentic images and 912 spliced images with size 128 X 128 pixels extracted from CalPhotos collection. The photomontage found in this dataset is found accurately in our work. Table 3 describes the results of the spliced and original images and Fig.7 represents the image samples.

| Table 2. Content based image signature (CBIS) for images taken from Image Manipulation Dataset |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| **Image Name**  | **HARRIS**      | **SURF**        | **HOG**         | **MSER**        |
| central_park    | x=2025.477217403276 | y=743.380972779872   | y=1909.897788557784 | x=1973.21709779112 |
| central_park_copy | x=2012.4598547826807 | y=750.262404457988   | x=1853.028419495496 | y=1959.859806725575 |
| Supermarket     | x=1509.403303208757 | y=1582.841510319068 | x=1064.659247101804 | y=917.7897801604536 |
| Supermarket_copy | x=1505.684382656544 | y=1559.36778895641 | x=1530.6591054468015 | x=1517.759623072403 |
| Ship_number     | x=1964.209252187563 | y=1258.9440461335114 | x=1755.9026349087308 | y=1726.2488430573299 |
| Ship_number_copy | x=1936.5440936017994 | y=1244.0509744511666 | y=856.8103256011236 | y=811.5909854259466 |
| motorcycle      | x=1205.897382377958 | y=868.8586608317377 | x=1282.1552430722451 | y=815.0749063473278 |
| motorcycle_copy | x=1202.9797774350447 | y=871.555410132062 | x=1293.137318525814 | x=859.0696951321018 |
| red_tower       | x=1695.9920983456543 | y=63.4719699693676 | x=1624.8286674365153 | y=912.6517052682802 |
| red_tower_copy  | x=1655.1490965938133 | y=644.9606452596644 | x=1613.914180142303 | y=931.8244326064352 |

| Table 3. Content based image signature (CBIS) for Columbia Image Splicing Dataset Samples |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| **Image Name**  | **HARRIS**      | **SURF**        | **HOG**         | **MSER**        |
| AU_T_000.bmp    | x=62.00429801501427 | y=54.12510991220651 | x=55.65182477157386 | x=60.22517886477571 |
| SP_T_002.bmp    | x=45.21013999629698 | y=40.4527203372086 | x=51.28332888719195 | x=61.875067342837546 |
| AU_T_092.bmp    | x=53.7033520546263 | y=63.5754442028537 | x=78.91591389773958 | x=66.13620727024932 |
| SP_T_082.bmp    | x=45.59769370413355 | y=63.9191995582416 | x=107.1520890129373 | x=54.3213560167377 |
| AU_T_028.bmp    | x=56.994317562764344 | y=67.278295695034194 | x=66.29323648652579 | x=60.2648150126399 |
| SP_T_028.bmp    | x=58.8498439456561 | y=68.6012699737461 | x=64.24617074204087 | x=63.4177269647816 |

We observe from the results obtained in Table 2, that irrespective of the amount of forgery done over an image, our approach is able to detect tampering with change in signature for the forged images.

In our experimental study we have also considered Columbia image splicing detection evaluation dataset [54] from DVMM Laboratory of Columbia University for our study. Columbia dataset contains 1845 image blocks of diverse content containing 933 authentic images and 912 spliced images with size 128 X 128 pixels extracted from CalPhotos collection. The photomontage found in this dataset is found accurately in our work. Table 3 describes the results of the spliced and original images and Fig.7 represents the image samples.
These authentic and spliced image blocks are having an entirely homogeneous textured region. Spliced region indicate the cover up done when any portion is cropped and the empty space is filled with homogeneous background. Experimental results from table 4 indicate the change in the signature when the original is forged

5. Discussion of Results

The proposed CBSTR algorithm for authentication is able to identify tampering of image visual content effectively. Performance of the CBSTR algorithm is assessed with public image forgery datasets containing variety of images and authentication results are accurate. Our CBSTR based scientific approach provides unique fingerprint of the test images considered irrespective of their size and type. Image integrity can be verified by re-generating the digital signature of the registered image when its credibility needs to be established and authenticated. Internal illustrations of CBIS hold on to IEEE754 floating point system. The CBIS depicted in decimal system helps to verify the image instantly and locate it in database while retrieval. The hash values obtained are purely depending on the pattern of keypoint distribution obtained during feature extraction stage. Most likely the centroid lies where the density of keypoint is high. High value indicates that the centroid obtained through triad relationship of the image lies in the right top portion of the Cartesian coordinate system. The same principle applies for the low value too. Here we verify whether the CBIS of the original and CBS of the query image is same or not. If it is different then we conclude that query image is tampered.

Verification process of Image authentication consists of:

- Generating Content based Image Signature using CBSTR approach.
- Extraction of attached or dissimulated CBIS from storage or image if embedded.
- Comparison of the two CBIS to authenticate whether query image is original or tampered.

The feature based digital signature approach is hierarchical in nature and sensitive to image manipulation due to splicing and copy move forgery. Any location based low level feature descriptors can be considered for feature extraction. CBSTR authentication system is sensitive to slightest manipulation of image content and is reflected in the changed CBIS obtained. It helps to protect against any falsification and detects efficiently. The CBIS of images can be stored in an index file for retrieving image files from database. It can also be stored separately for content verification, our main purpose. The CBIS key can be used for lock-in and unlock image files by investigating officers or agencies and can also be embedded as a watermark. 128-bit CBIS uniquely represent the image and establishes integrity of the image. It is stored in decimal format that helps in determining Just Noticeable Difference during verification. Significant changes for forgery detection can be observed in 5 precisions of decimal part only. The performance of CBSTR approach is evaluated with the hamming distance among 128 bit binary hash of the pristine and forged image represented by (6).
\[ d(h_1(x,y),h_2(x,y)) = \frac{1}{w} \sum_{i=1}^{w} | h_1(x,y) \otimes h_2(x,y) | \] (6)

Ideal hash generated for images with different visual content is dissimilar and their normalized hamming distance must be close to 0.5. Our experimental observation demonstrates the spliced and original images generate a hamming distance near to 0.5 that is agreeable and revealed in Table 4. The hamming distance of the content based image signatures for the images compared are maximally different for all type of feature extracted.

Table 4. Hamming distance for images considered in Fig.7 and results obtained in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Images</th>
<th>SIFT</th>
<th>SURF</th>
<th>HOG</th>
<th>HARRIS</th>
<th>MSER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AU_T_002.bmp</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP_T_002.bmp</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU_T_082.bmp</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP_T_082.bmp</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU_T_028.bmp</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP_T_028.bmp</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 contains normalized hamming distance results for Table 3. The proposed CBSTR algorithm used to generate CBIS is fragile. The hard authentication system proposed will not locate the spatial region modified. CBIS based on centre of gravity acts as a unique trait of the image.

6. Conclusion and Future Scope

Scientific investigation approach in a systematic way helps the law agencies to accept or reject the digital evidence produced during trials. Authentication of the semantic visual content is a priority than the image itself. Evidence acquired during image acquisition can be preserved along with the hash value registration to verify its integrity during verification process. Malicious tampering of evidence during investigation or analysis can be verified effectively through our CBSTR algorithm. Our Key point based approach is influenced by the region of high entropy of information contained in the image. Our CBSTR hash function computes fixed size forensic signature that can be used for authentication and validation of the given image. The image signature can be used to identify image in a large database during search.

The distinguished signatures obtained have 100% identification of true positives for the dataset considered. Brightness and contrast increase are considered to be malicious from 10% onwards. It is highly improbable for two different images to generate the same message digest/hash value using our approach. The hash functions are random hash values that are statistically independent for two distinct images of different content. Security perspective of the hash obtained is strong since the entropy of content is considered for key features at level 0. Our hash function is secure since it is impractical for an adversary to maintain the same hash value while changing the underlying image content or to obtain the same. In extension to the current work, exact tampering localization with respect to copy move forgery can be detected using our approach if the image is divided into blocks and individual block signatures are stored separately to compare.
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